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I have very quick five messages and I am always reminded by Winston Churchill who’s aid the
greatest lesson in life that idiots are sometimes right !so even if I am an idiot I could be right!.

1. I would like you to have a look at my book about future reality which I provided the
conference with copies of it which was just come out and recently published, I wrote a
book about brave knowledge world it is the perception of how we would be living in few
decades and at that time our grandchildren will think that now we are at the stone age
because we will be living in a completely different world and I wanted to present the
realistic future in this book.
2. Education. I addressed the Arab regional meeting for education, and I said I will sue the
educational system of the world , universities and schools are not providing our young
generation with the right education , in the knowledge age there is nothing a teacher can
give to a student which is not already on the internet which is already has been seen by a
student , our universities graduate students who are jobs seekers and the most of them are

unemployed , what we need an education to graduate inventors , innovators and this what
we do at TAG University of Innovation , that started its program this year as it is the first
of its kind in the world where students do not set for exams , you do not listen to teachers
, you just INVENT! And if you do not invent you do not graduate!
3. I want to say very briefly that I uploaded choice of themes for this conference Global Peace
and Development there is no hope of global peace and development in this knowledge age
on panel discussion like this I have the honor for being with Bill Gates and we talked about
this future how we will transmit into better world and the conscious was after the
knowledge age “maybe at the end of this century!) We will be moving into the wisdom age
where everything we do, everything we invent, every discipline we create will be directed
for goodness and not for success and not for profit and not for the power, but for the benefit
of the people all over the people.




Number 4. Global sustainable development that can only be achieved through a global
system, with no trade barriers and no trade walls, it is a waste of time talking about the
future, having served on the strategy board of the world trade organization about the future
of the trade I can say that this can only be achieved if we moved from protectionism to
liberalization and that something unfortunately is not happening.
I would like to close with unhappy prediction, again you can take me as a fool! I have
predicted that in 2020 the world will go into a very serious economic crisis, that crisis will
end up with what we call it in economic stagflation, stagflation with inflation it will hit all
the world in different ratios! as a result of these prediction I am working with research
centers in U.S and I thought it was my duty to create and spread awareness about this ,
researches centers in U.S predicted as a result of this crisis we will be heading towards a
third world war , it is an evitable that this crisis has to end with a war because wars end
with agreements and there are leaders in the world who believe that we need a new world
war and therefore we need to have in order to set and draft these agreements that would
be a new world and unfortunately it is comi9ng after tomorrow in2020 and remember this
as I am talking responsibility of what I am saying and I would like to research it as you can
see the signs growing all over the world in every country there are social problems and
economic complaints and everything that will complex and end up with a war after
economic crisis , I sorry to sound pessimistic but truly I am not, I am optimistic as after
this war we will have a better world , a new era , we know how to start wars but not how
to end them but at the end a better world is coming.

